
Incorporating Pitching Instruction Into a Team Practice 
 

We face time limitations when considering all we would like to cover in our team practices.  There are two common 

situations that occur regarding pitcher development: 

 

1 - Working with pitchers is done at the expense of developing the team in the other aspects of the game. 

 

2 - Pitchers get little practice.  We count on the raw talent of a few to get us through our games and the season.   
 

Inevitably, the time comes where we have to dig deeper down the line of pitchers, sometimes with disastrous re-

sults.  Not just for the kid who gets thrown out there and our team.  When a pitcher, who is unprepared, gets put 

into the game, everyone at the park suffers because the game slows to a crawl, becomes uncompetitive, and bor-

ing. 

 

We can overcome this by building pitching practice into our regular practice routine (4 points below): 

 

 

1— Daily ‘No Ball’ drills involving the entire team.  Prior to playing catch, we have our kids lined up in two rows of 6.  

We spend a minute or two with everyone doing the drills.  This will help our stronger pitcher better refine their me-

chanics.  It also gives the kids that will be our #4-#8 pitcher routine skill work, which will pay off when they are needed 

to pitch In a game.  (These drills also help the throwing action when playing a position.) 

 

 

2— Incorporate pitching practice into our daily Playing Catch Practice segment.  The first 3-4 minutes of playing catch 

is done from 30’-35’.  More often than not, the kids work using the Rocking Action.  We determine a single focus point 

(pull from the list on p.X or the ‘No Ball’ drills) that the kids work on for a minute or two.  Then pick a second focus 

point for the next minute or two. 
 

Examples of focus points that can be done using the regular throwing motion: 

• Head Straight 

• Controlled Stride 

• Cadence 
 

We make it clear to the kids that this time is specific for developing Pitching skills (note: it is likely some kids will squat 

down like a catcher when taking a throw from their partner.  Tell them this is not allowed ...I promise, if you allow this, 

it becomes a mess really fast.  Kids should always be in a Ready Position with receiving throws and be prepared to 

Move Their Feet to catch.) 
 

After a few days, when the kids recognize this as being a part of every practice routine, the novelty wears off and they 

get away from screwing around during this activity. 

 

 

3— Skills Station (watch 2:48 - 4:10) during Batting Practice.  This provides four minutes of additional throws for 

six of our pitchers.  They will each get approximately 20 pitches.  They work from short distance using the Rocking Ac-

tion.  Pick two focus points, 10 throws each.  This may not seem like much, but it adds up fast when they get this work 

during each practice. 

 

 

4— The Team Drills segment of practice follows Playing Catch Practice.  This is a 15-20 minute period of practice.  

While I feel this is not a part of practice that we want kids to miss, since it often involves activities training coordinated 

team play, it does provide a larger window of time for 1-on-1 work between a coach and a single pitcher, who work off 

to the side.  This is a time to take a pitcher through a more in depth workout as described in the previous section. 

https://www.baseballpositive.com/new-pageplaying-catch-practice
https://www.baseballpositive.com/defensive-positional-responsibilities#readyposition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_UsU-eZUq8


Working Pitching Practice in During Game Time 
 

Games are a time for kids to have fun, build camaraderie and enjoy time together that can build lifetime memories.  
We can, however, utilize this time to get extra pitching work in for kids who need it.  A pitching workout can be com-
pleted in about 8-10 minutes.  Usually less than the time it takes to play an inning.   
 

We can plan ahead by identifying a player or two who could use some extra work.  Usually these are kids who fall into 
the category of pitcher #4-#8 in the pitching pecking order.  And are players who are ikely to sit out an inning or two 
during a game. 
 

An important component to making this work is having a large enough coaching staff that allows one coach to break 
away and work with a pitcher.   
 

You may find that a player and coach can get this work in, and be gone for such a short time, that nobody notices.  
After getting their pitching work in, that player is back in the dugout cheering on their teammates and getting ready to 
play some more. 
 

These in-game workouts are limited to Drills, Rocking Pitches, and short distance throwing.  We are not taxing their 
arms too much.  In fact, this can work as a way to keep their arm warm during bench time. 
 
It is important for the player and the coach to approach this in-game work with the mindset that it is ‘just another 
practice session’.  Do the work, get the reps, then rejoin the team.  If either goes into the session hoping for some 
magical breakthrough, it could become frustrating.  
 

In all our pitching work the mindset is making incremental improvements, which over time lead to solid improvement 
in skills. 

 
***There might be the odd occasion where a game is a total blow out and the coaching staff sees the opportunity to 
get one of the team’s top pitchers some extra practice.  Like with the other pitchers, this is not a long throwing session.  
It is limited to Rocking and short-distance throwing.  For a top pitcher, this is a time to work on a specific part of the 
delivery that we noticed needs some smoothing over. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘No Ball’ Drills 
These are the cornerstone for developing the pitching motion.  The most important aspect of developing any physical 
skill is repetition.  Repetition leads to muscle memory.  An athlete cannot succeed if they are trying to ‘think through’ 
their movements in the heat of a game.  We want our players to practice the actions of the delivery frequently enough 
that they don’t have to think of their movements while performing them in a competitive environment. 
 

After a few practices, once the players have been introduced to all the drills print off a copy of the Drill Sheet, send it 
home with the kids, and have them post in their bedroom.  (note: the two ‘resistance’ drills are extras requiring the 
assistance of another person; the kids don’t need to be concerned with doing those)  
 

A full drill workout consists of the players doing 10 repetitions of each drill.  This takes about two minutes.  We cannot 
expect all the kids to practice at home ...but some will! 
 

A player who invests two minutes a day, away from team practices, will get a lot better after a few weeks of dong 
these drills. 
 



‘No Ball’ Drills for Pitching - Baseball Positive 
 

Rocking  Power Position.  Head straight; straight line through elbow and shoulders. Rock forward and back.  Maintain a straight line with 

  home plate. 
 

Lower Half  Turn  Power position.  Turn legs and feet.  Maintain straight line through elbow and shoulders. 
 

Turn and Pull  Power position.  Turn legs and feet.  Pull glove elbow straight back.  Stop when elbow reaches a point along side of the torso (some 

  may feel more comfortable stopping the pull a bit sooner). 
   

Pull Resistance  Power position with hips rotated to target; front shoulder pointing at target.  Adult places one hand beneath glove elbow; the other 

  hand on top of the head.  Pitcher pulls glove elbow back slowly (adult applies very light resistance).  Stop elbow at anchor point.  

  Allow throwing-hand elbow to move forward to a point slightly in front of the torso; hand to Release Point. 

 

Teeter-Totter  Out Front Position.  Throwing arm moves down 12”.  Allow the torso to tilt down as a result of the throwing arm/hand moving  

  down.  Allow back-leg foot to come off the ground 12”.  ‘Teeter’ back to the starting position. Repeat. 
 

Snap   Out Front Position.  Snap wrist and arm straight down as fast as possible.  The throwing hand ends up passing outside of the glove-

  side knee.  Allow chest to tilt down towards glove-side knee.  Allow throwing-side leg to come off the ground.  (Full speed. Execute 

  complete Teeter Totter action; chest down close to knee, with back foot coming higher off ground.) 
 

Wrist Action Out Front Position.  Fingers on top of ‘invisible ball’. Slowly move wrist and fingers straight up and down. 
 

Down Resistance` Out Front Position.  Adult places one hand beneath throwing-hand wrist; the other hand on top of head.  Pitcher slowly moves arm 

  down until the throwing hand reaches a spot at, or near, the outside of the glove-side knee.  Only the throwing arm moves.  The rest 

  of the body remains still. 
 

Stride   Set Position.  ‘Orchestra Conductor’ action of elbows/arms, out and up to Power Position. Stride-foot reaches in a straight line 

(‘Snow Angel’*) towards target to a point slightly beyond ‘comfortable’.  Finish with torso centered between feet & hands.  …’Stride to Balance’.  

  *Retrace the action back to the Set Position. 
 

Leg Lift  Set Position.  Lift stride leg, slowly, up and back.  At completion of leg lift, the stride foot should be even with the back leg.  

  (Hands remain together.)  Slowly lower the stride foot down to finish in Set Position. 
 

Down a Slide Set Position.  After completing the leg lift, stride towards home plate.  The stride foot follows a path as if ‘Going down a slide’.   

  Just before the stride foot lands, it levels out and ‘reaches’ straight out towards home plate. Finish in Power Position. 

 
90-45: Exercises to train shoulder muscles to consistently get elbows up to the ‘Power Position’ 

• Place a couple of items in each hand that are approx 2lbs; hold in each hand.  Or hold a ball in each hand 
 

1. Arms in a ‘goal post’ position with the elbows even with the height of the shoulders; raise elbows up to 45 degrees and back down to 90 degrees. 

2. Elbows at shoulder height, 90 degree bend in elbows with forearms/hands parallel to the ground.  Lower elbows/forearms down to 45 degrees, 

then raise them back up to 90 degrees. 

 
Keys 

• Head remains still and centered 

• Keep movements in a straight line towards the target 

• Palms ‘facing away’ in power position 

 
                        Stride                                                            Power Position                                                     Release Point                               Snap (Finish)  



Training Using the Rocking Action 
 

We want to be clear when doing the Rocking drills, is that accuracy is not the focus of the activity.  When doing these 

drills a pitcher needs to focus on the specific body movement they are training.  Over time as the pitcher’s consistency 

in each piece improves, those pieces will start blend together to create a solid throwing action. 
 

This is not to say a pitcher won’t throw some great pitches. They need to understand the objective is their good actions, 

not results.  Good results will come later, as a result of them executing good actions. 

 

The throwing motion has three parts: 

1. Turn 

2. Pull 

3. Snap 

 

When working using the rocking action a pitcher is focusing on coordinating two of the three parts, either: 

• Turn & Pull | Drive & Pull 

 or 

• Pull & Snap 

 

When pitching using the Rocking Action, a pitcher starts in a Power Position (with palms of the hands facing away from 

them).  They rock forward towards the catcher, then rock back, then throw. An important part of the action is Rhythm: 

• “Rock...Rock...Turn & Pull” (Drive & Pull) 

 or 

• “Rock...Rock...Pull-Snap” 

 

 

When working using the Rocking Action, have a pitcher throw 5-10 pitches working on one focus point.  Then move to a 

new focus point.  We don’t go though all the focus points in one workout.   

 

‘Turn & Pull’ focus points  

• Coordinating Turn & Pull 

• Head remains straight then entire action, and until the ball arrives to the catcher 

• Extra emphasis on the Legs 

• Extra emphasis on the glove-elbow Pull 

• Emphasis on driving forward with the back leg*  

• Emphasis on anchor with the glove arm*  

 

‘Pull-Snap’ focus points 

• Coordinating Pull-Snap 

• Emphasis on anchor with the glove arm*  

• Extra emphasis on the arm snapping straight down (Teeter Totter) 

• “Head straight forward, Elbow straight back” 

• Emphasis on the Wrist Snap 

• Emphasis on the fingers snapping straight down through the top of the ball* 

 

 

A pitched ball travels on a down angle from Release Point to the Catcher.  When throwing from short distance, most 

all kids can throw on a down angle.  We want all kids throwing on a down angle while doing the Rocking Action.  If a 

player does not have the strength to throw down while Rocking, we shorten the distance until they develop their 

strength and skill. 



Teaching the Stride  
We teach the stride after teaching the throwing action. 
 

Spend 3-4 days (or more) working only on the throwing action: No Ball drills and pitching using the Rocking Action.  

The reason is that many kids are out of control and/or out of balance by the time they complete their stride.  If we try 

to teach the throwing action with the kids striding, they likely will not be in a good Power Position from which to exe-

cute the throwing action well. 
 

Also, the discipline of body movement they learn during the throwing action instruction helps them quickly grasp the 

key component of the stride: moving under control. 
 

At this age level the primary objective of the stride is for the pitcher to be in a solid, balanced Power Position at the 

completion of the stride.  With that said, we are also working to make the stride the first part of an overall rhythmical 

delivery action. 
 

See the description of the Stride action on p.64, and the reference to it on the next page, ‘Cadence of the Delivery’.  

Also see the bottom p.11 for a link to an article titled, ‘Why Pitchers are Ditching the Wind-up’. 

 

My personal feeling regarding the stride is for kids to stride without using a leg lift.  The leg lift doesn’t help a pitcher 

throw faster (maybe 1 mph).  It does, however, incorporate more movements in the delivery.  The more pieces in an 

athletic action, the more opportunity for something to go wrong. 

 

But, there is an exception to every rule… 

 

Some kids have something in them that tells them they need the leg lift as part of the rhythm of their delivery (this is 

different from the kids who want to do a leg lift to ‘look like the pros’).  

...for the kids who want to look like the pros, we point out that pro pitcher use a ‘Slide Step’ instead of a leg lift, All The 

Time!  

(when a potential base-stealer is on first base, pitcher often ditch the leg lift in order to delivery the ball to home plate 

in less time, so to give the catcher a better chance of throwing the base-stealer out) 

 

A compromise we might propose:  only raise the stride foot up to ankle height, or mid-shin.  

 

 

 

Teaching the Leg Lift 

Drill #1 - ‘Up and Down’ 

Starting in a set position, the pitcher slowly (under control) lifts their stride foot up, then slowly sets it back down.  The 

key piece is when they lift their stride foot, they also bring the foot back so its even with the back leg.  Repeat 5x. 

Allow a pitcher to practice this for a few days.  If a pitcher cannot bring the stride foot back to even with the back leg, 

they don’t yet have the strength to use the Leg Lift in their stride.  (This is not scientific.  It’s a simple ‘test’ that can be 

used to discourage a pitcher from using the Leg Lift.) 

 

Drill #2 - ‘Down a Slide’ 

The path of the stride foot, when using a leg lift, is like going down a slide.  The stride foot goes down and out at ap-

proximately a 45 degree angle, like a slide in the park.  Just before the foot is going to strike the ground, it levels out 

and extends out toward home plate.  A slide in the park doesn’t send a child crashing into the ground. It levels out at 

the bottom. 
 

Practice the stride with a leg lift the same as a regular stride (p.64) without a ball.  The pitcher ‘strides to balance’, fin-

ishing in a Power Position.  Retraces their movements taking them back to a Set Position, then execute another stride. 



Cadence of the Delivery  
The delivery has three parts: 1) Stride 2) the Turn & Pull action 3) the downward Snap of the arm, which initiates the 

Teeter Totter action. 
 

Each has a different speed.  We’ll consider the speed/effort put into each part by using a scale of 1-10; 1 being slowest 

and 10 being full speed.  The Stride is a ‘4’ (Slow and Controlled).  The Turn & Pull action (‘Pull’) is an ‘8’ (Fast and pow-

erful).  The Snapping down action of the arm is a ‘10’ (Faster/Accelerated). 
 

When we observe the delivery we want the following terms to resonate.  The pitcher is under ‘Control’ of their actions 

while they stride.  We see them clearly generating ‘Power’ during the Turn & Pull segment.  The arm clearly 

‘Accelerates’ when moving down from Release Point. 

 

The chart below illustrates the three parts of the delivery.   Some players will relate better to the numerical tags for 

each part of the delivery: ‘4’, ‘8’, ‘10’.  Others will respond better to the descriptive words: ‘slow’, ‘fast’, ‘faster’. 

 

The Delivery Has Three Phases/Parts:  

Part    Speed  Kid Terms Coach Terms 

1.   Stride          4         Slow     Control 

2.   Pull        8         Fast     Power 

3.   Snap        10        Faster     Acceleration 

  

The three phases/parts of delivery are not each an equal third.   The stride takes up ‘half’ (or more) of the time of the 

delivery execution.  The second two parts take place much quicker.  The ‘pull’ of the glove arm (middle part) is a ‘Fast’, 

powerful action.  The snapping down of the throwing arm is an accelerated (‘Faster’) action in relationship to the mid-

dle part of the delivery. 

 

When training a pitcher it can be very helpful to verbalize the three parts to the pitcher to illustrate the cadence of the 

delivery: 

 

Verbal Rhythm (used by Coach, illustrating cadence of the actions) 

• ’Striiiiiiiiiiide…...  Pull-Snap’ 

• ’Fouuuuuuur….  Eight-Ten’ 

• ‘Slooooooow….  Fast-Faster’ 
 

…each is communicating the same thing; and are interchangeable.   

 

 

The terms ‘Turn’ and ‘Drive’ are not included in the verbal rhythm.  The just don’t fit in rhythmically.  We make sure 

the pitcher understands that the legs are a significant aspect of the middle, Power phase of the delivery. 

 

 

Note 1: the ‘Drive’ of the back leg (middle part) actually begins at the tail end of the Stride (first part).  Just before the 

stride foot lands the pitcher drives forward, hard with the back leg.  As the stride foot lands, the pitcher executes the 

‘Pull’ (& Anchor) action.  When the glove arm anchors, the snapping down (Acceleration) of the throwing-hand wrist (& 

arm) begins. 

 

Note 2: training/coaching the use of the glove arm is the most difficult for a coach.  Most kids have never used their 

glove arm during the delivery (most/all) never considered the glove arm as having anything to do with pitching or 

throwing.  Therefore their muscles are unfamiliar with this action.  It takes time for the muscles to learn the proper 

movements of the glove arm.  By far, the most common flaw in youth pitcher is the lack of use of the glove-arm. 



Pitching Mechanics Video - Sonny Gray 
(note: I pulled the info on these two pages from the info I distribute in my pitching classes.  Some of the statements make reference to 

the class) 

 

This video shows the delivery from two angles.  The first is from the catcher’s view; the second is a side view.  Use the Pause/ Start 

button to look at different points in the delivery. 

 

 

Straight On View 

Start at 0:15  (he’s just standing there until then) 

 

0:15    Head is straight, focused on the catcher  …Before, During and After the delivery 

 

 

0:25    Stride is perfectly straight. 
            

 (He’s a seasoned pro.  Kids aren’t going to be perfect.  However, this is an illustration of what we are working towards)  

 

 

0:28   Power Position   - elbows are a bit higher than his shoulders.  This is common in ‘adult’ pitchers who have achieved a greater  

level of body strength than a kid pitcher.  The take-away is that we want our kids to strive for getting their elbows up to shoulder 

level as often as possible. 
 

Take Note: his elbows get to shoulder height a hair before he finishes his stride.  Many kids get their elbows to shoulder height a 

bit late. 

 

 

0:29   Glove Elbow Straight Back   - note that once his glove elbow is pointing back towards second base, it continues straight back.   
 

(Early in the action it appears that the elbow is moving somewhat to the side …that is because his torso is still rotating.  The 

thing to note is that he is in control of his glove arm and keeps it fairly close to his body during this rotating action [which is initi-

ated by the legs].  Recognize that this is very slow motion.  The glove elbow’s pulling action takes place in a fraction of a second 

at full speed …a pitcher ‘pulls his glove elbow straight back’.) 

 

 

0:30- 

  0:31  Arm Works Down   - also, the momentum of the arm accelerating down pulls the chest down, so it is facing the ground, Not  

the catcher.   
 

(We don’t expect a young pitcher to get entirely to this point with their chest facing the ground.  This part of the video illustrates 

what we are striving for; if a young pitcher can make some progress toward achieving this position after release, they will see 

improvement in velocity and accuracy …and will relieve stress on their shoulder and elbow joints.) 

 

 

0:32    Teeter-Totter    - It is important to recognize that his  back leg comes off the ground as a result of the throwing arm accelerating  

down.  He doesn’t try to lift the back leg up …it just happens. 
 

(Many young pitchers lack the strength in their torso and legs to allow their back leg to come off the ground much, if at all.  Do-

ing the Teeter-Totter and Snap drills throughout the winter will build strength in their  torso and front  leg [and increase body 

control and coordination].  The result of continued practice of these actions:  our young pitchers will increase their capability to 

execute Phase 3* of the delivery.     -  *see the drill sheet sent following Day 1) 

 

 

0:33- 

  0:37   Momentum Continues in a Straight Line, towards the catcher, after finishing the delivery 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FihBqiVExWU&index=11&list=PLUuG8rMwUpm77TCqB-HhDA_vTBiipL5Eh


Pitching Mechanics Video - Sonny Gray - Side View 
 

Take Note:  Sonny Gray is a starting pitcher, but begins his delivery from a ‘Set’ position, like we do in class.  His ‘wind-up’ consists 

of a tiny little step before going into his leg lift and stride.   

 

In over a decade of watching kids pitch, I’ve seen so many deliveries break down during the wind-up and stride.  That is why we 

work from a ‘Set’ position; and why we waited until the second day to teach the stride, and spent time practicing a ‘Controlled 

Stride’. 

 

0:58   Stride   - Hands and Feet separate at the same time. 

 

1:01   Power Position   - elbows are a bit higher than his shoulders.   

 

1:02   Stride to Balance   - his torso is Centered at the end of his stride.  He is balanced, under control of his body movements, and  

is in a perfect Power Position.  He has set him self up to have the best possible chance to execute his throwing motion well. 

 

 ‘Palms Away’   - his throwing hand palm is a little past 90 degrees (but not to 180 degrees), but it is ‘pointing away’.   

(His glove hand palm is ‘pointing away’ a bit earlier in the ‘orchestra conductor’/’snow angel’ action with his arms. - Everyone 

is a bit different, as has been pointed out, and the look and timing of their actions will vary a bit.) 

 

1:02-1:04  Acceleration   - begins when his pitching hand is even with the side of his head.   

You may need to watch this a few times to train your eyes.  His arm and hand speed up a great deal from his ear to release 

point and down through release point. 

 

(First, try to Stop the video when his throwing hand is even with his ear …and watch from that point a couple times.  Then 

watch from a point, in the delivery, just prior to the throwing hand being at his ear.  Watching from these two points 

(hopefully) you will recognize when the acceleration starts...and see the acceleration.) 

 

Take Note of his throwing hand coming up under his left arm pit (1:05) and slapping his torso  ….seeing this gives you a sense 

of how much acceleration he generates at the end of the delivery.  The effort (‘10’) put into that acceleration is DOWN from 

Release Point. 

 

Additional Points we will address in coming sessions 
Leg Lift   - while the leg is being raised, it goes back a bit as part of a slight inward turn of the torso.  We teach kid pitchers, during 

their leg lift, to try to get their stride foot back to where it is even with their drive (back) foot.   As pitchers get older and stronger, 

they will be able to rotate back more during their leg lift.   

 

(Many young pitchers are unable to rotate back, and get their stride foot back, to any degree; they can only bring it straight up.  

That is nothing to be concerned with.  When working with young pitchers, in many cases, we keep the leg lift out of the pitching 

action entirely.  We have them stride straight out  [‘Slide Step’].) 
 

1:02 - Anchor the Glove Arm   - note that he finishes the glove-elbow-pull action with his glove arm pretty much at the side of his 

torso …then the pulling-back action Stops.   This stopping of the glove arm action is Anchoring The Glove Arm.  This stabilizes the 

front side of the body, which  makes maximum power generation and arm acceleration possible. 
 

1:01-1:03 Turn & Pull / Drive & Pull—- stop the video, side view, at Release Point.  Notice his back foot is about 18” in front of the  

            pitching rubber.  This is a result of him driving straight forward with his back leg. 

 

 

Just In Case You Notice 
There are some aspects of his delivery that vary slightly from, or expand upon, what we are learning.  These are because we are 

looking at very strong adult, who is able to accentuate some of the movements because of his strength.  Also,  through years of 

training, he has all his movements in good rhythm, resulting in his body being in good alignment at the key points of the delivery. 

 

There are a few aspects of the delivery that we are not addressing in this class.  Some are not taught because they require ‘adult’ 

levels of strength.  Some are not taught because there is only so much a young player can consume and work on in four weeks.  We 

have a ‘Pitching 2’ class where we expand the instruction to include a couple more details.   



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE 

STRUCTURE 



PRACTICES 

Greater Practice Efficiency  

• Written Plan  

• Parent Helpers  

• No chasing missed throws (scrimmage is the exception) 

  

 

Resist Cancelling Practice 

• Rain/Wet Day Practice  

• ID a covered area in the neighborhood 

  

 

Additional Thoughts 

• ‘Training Camp’ (Clinic Format) first couple practices:  Fundamental drill work  and ‘Teaching the Game’ content  

• Embrace poor weather days as Opportunities to Teach the Game 

• Don’t expect kids to get it right the first time (or the second…) 

  

 

Practice Structure 

I.    Wiffle Ball Batting 

II.   Skill Building Warm-up 

III.  Playing Catch Practice 

IV.  Team Drills 

V.   Batting Practice 

VI.  Scrimmage 

 

 

Pre-Game Practice 
After the start of the season it can be difficult to get much practice between games.  Establish a ‘culture’ where our team holds a 

‘Mini Practice’ prior to each game. 

https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#tipsforgreaterpracticeefficiency
https://www.baseballpositive.com/blog-page-set-up/2020/9/8/saviors-of-the-game-parent-helpers
http://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#rainwetdaypractice
http://www.baseballpositive.com/skill-building-warm-up
http://www.baseballpositive.com/defensive-positional-responsibilities
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#wiffleballbatting
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#skillbuildingwarmup
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#playingcatchpractice
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#teamskillsanddrills
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#battingpracticea12playerdrill
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#scrimmage
https://www.baseballpositive.com/practice-plans#pregamepractice


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BATTING 

PRACTICE 

 









Defense Group: (4 players) 
 
"Ready Position" EACH pitch: reacting to, and playing, each ball off the bat as if it’s “The 6th inning of the Championship 

Game”.   This means no 'waving' at balls hit a few feet to their side.  This means that when a fielder bobbles a ball they recover the 

ball and finish the play by throwing to first.  If they have to dive to stop a ball, they dive.  We want an absolute 'game' mindset from 

the kids on defense. 

 

Have an adult at first base to take throws from the infielders after they field a ball (occasionally the adult can be at second base to 

take throws)  If a kid is playing the first base position, they play a bit further off the line than normal and when fielding balls they 

throw to the adult at the bag and work on their underhand toss technique.  

 

If no adult is available to catch throws, still have the kids go through their throwing footwork after fielding the ball).   

 

NEVER have a kid catching throws at a base during BP.  Soon they are not paying attention to balls coming off the bat and are in 

danger of getting seriously injured.  

 

When an infielder gets a line drive or pop up, they still throw to the adult at the base - take advantage of every opportunity to work 

on throwing skills. 

 

After fielding and throwing, that particular player will be out of position for the next pitch to the batter.  That player keeps an eye 

on the batter while returning to their position.  They do not play a batted ball while returning to their position.  We want kids play-

ing balls as if its a game....from a position, not while jogging across the diamond. 

 

Note:  No shagging by players - ever.  Use 'parent helpers', siblings, etc. to shag.   If the ball is not playable, let it go and prepare for 

the next pitch.   The players need to spend every possible moment working on developing their skills.  Shagging is a terrible waste 

of valuable time for a player. 

 

As the defensive group rotates out to the right field Skills Station they can pick up stray balls along the way. 

Alignments: 

1. Four infielders 

2. Three infielders and a center fielder or corner outfielder 

3. Two infielders and two outfielders 

 



Skills Station Group (4 Players - down the right field line) 
 

 

Whiffle Ball Batting: Two kids batting, one chasing balls; eight swings each, then rotate other kid(s) in. 

 

 

 

 

Pitchers: Working with a coach (if a second coach is available to work this station).  Work with one pitcher for 3-4 minutes (this 

allows for 20-25 pitches).  Then work with another pitcher. 

 

Note: An option is to have a batter stand in while the pitcher is working. This gives the pitcher and batter ‘game like’ experi-

ence.  Keep in mind that at some point a batter will get hit. Take this fact (and the batter's safety) into consideration when deter-

mining to have a batter stand in. 

 

 

 

 

Catchers: Instead of working with a second pitcher, working with a catcher is an option: Receiving, Blocking, Throwing, Recovering 

balls in front of the plate, etc. 

 

Note: When setting up groups, put the pitchers that need work in different groups since not every player at the side station will 

have an opportunity to work with the extra coach.  Also consider your catcher(s) when setting up your groups, so they can get work 

at the skills station.  

 

Another option at the Skills Station is to have a pitcher throw to a catcher, therefore getting two kids specialized work at the same 

time. 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GAME DAY 



Game Day  

Before each game, make a plan in advance of what positions players will be at in each of the six innings.  

Rarely will we get through a game without some modifications to this original plan.  However, this assists us 

tremendously for making quick, in-game decisions.  

 

Assistant #1 
In charge of Pitchers and Catchers.   
• Anticipates pitching changes and preps the next pitcher.  Gives them the heads up to be ready.  Gets 

them Makes sure catcher’s gear is organized (can be found after your team is done batting).   

• Makes sure the pitcher is getting warmed up immediately after taking the field. 

• Communicates with the Head Coach throughout the game regarding the status of current pitcher and 

pitcher who is 'next up'.  Keeps an eye on the mental, emotional and physical status of pitchers. 

• Handling these two positions is a full time job. 

• Delegates Pitch Count Duties 

 

 

Assistant #2 
Manages the line-up and the dugout. 
• The Head Coach makes the final decision for positional changes during the game, but this coach does the 

minute to minute 'thinking' about positional changes (based on the pre-game plan).   

• Keeps the Head Coach up to date on planned changes.  Makes adjustments to that plan based on the con-

versations with the Head Coach and directives from the Head Coach. 

• Keeping the dugout organized and functional.   

• Ideally this is a coach who knows a bit about the game and can talk baseball with the kids during the 

game 

 

 

Assistant #3 (if available) 
Parent Liaison  

 

 

Head Coach 
• Pays attention to just the game on the field.   

• Focus on the kids playing the game.  Giving feedback, tips, and addressing mental and emotional needs. 

• Makes the official changes in the line-up during the game. 

 

 

IMPORTANT! (IMO) 
A coach or parent never tells the players what to do with the ball during the game.  The game is for the kids, 

let them make those decisions.  They will make a zillion mistakes; that is how they learn.  Coach them up 

after the fact.  They'll handle the situation better the next time....and they will learn. 

 


